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Bangkok is one of the most exciting cities in the world, the Venice of the East, Asia's City of Sin, it

has much to offer, from its delicious and plentiful food to its rich cultural history and bustling street

life, and of course its abundance of beautiful women. In the past to find out how to get around

Bangkok on a budget and enjoy its many salacious wonders you would need to buy your

respectable guide that would tell you where to get the best Pad Thai and when all the temples

opened and then consult unconvincing three year old online guides to meeting Thai girls. With this

guide you get all the information you need to get the most out of your trip to Bangkok. With wit,

insight and street smarts you will be shown how to stay and visit Bangkok on a low budget while

seeing the sites, whether that be the majestic Golden Palace or the majestic Go-go girls of Soi

Cowboy. Discover the best places to stay in Bangkok and compare the advantages of staying in all

the most popular locations while getting the best prices. Learn how to stay safe and have the most

fun with Bangkok's working and non-working girls while getting the most bang for your buck. Find

out how to take to the Thai way of life, how to get the local price for everything and how to get

around without getting ripped off. Learn about online dating in Thailand, what websites are the best.

Discover how to find good Thai girls and stay out of trouble in Bangkok, Learn how much to pay and

how to negotiate prices. Learn about go-go bars and soapy massage parlors in Bangkok. Download

now!
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I bought this as an exercise in nostalgia, I've been to Bangkok more than twenty times. For me it



was disappointing but I am not the target reader. I think this book will be useful for the first timer but

it is lacking, so do your homework. I did not find inaccuracies just lots of omissions. One glaring was

"Ladyboys". Love em or hate em ya gotta know about em to avoid getting up to your room with more

than you bargained for. It won't take too long before you can spot em. IMHO, avoid Patpong, stick to

Nana and Soi Cowboy. At my age though, I go to Thailand for the beaches and the food. Either are

worth the price of a ticket.

This is a very good travel guide in general for Bangkok. They do provide a lot of information on the

sex side of Bangkok, but they also provide an incredible amount of general information on seeing

Bangkok. Overall, I used this guide the most for my Bangkok trip preparation, sightseeing and

travel. Probably the best information for me was information on Bangkok dating websites where I

met a very sweet, attractive, educated, and proper Bangkok lady prior to my trip that I was able to

tour Bangkok and Pattaya beach with. Made for a great vacation.

Contains very little information. Nothing that could not be obtained easily from the Internet.

Superficial and without depth. Very short at about 40 pages. Save your money and just search the

web.

Awesome and excellent Bangkok travel guide for men I had read! The guides and tips on where

men will enjoy in Bangkok are very comprehensive. Very much worth reading and recommending!

I've been once to Thailand and was planning on going again, so picked this book up to see what it

had to say. Really good advice for any guy thinking about going to Thailand to explore and have

some fun.

I bought this book for my friend and we both really liked it. I will surely share this book since we like

bangkok and girls there. This book is awesome!

Seriously, ? With this book, you are encouraging men to participate in human trafficking in Thailand.

WTF is wrong with you???

Deplorable book for one reason, base needs of men to be sold to. Horrible...
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